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Portable SSDs

ESD370C/ESC350C
Transcend's ESD370C/ESD350C is a portable solid state drive featuring a ruggedized silicone 
rubber case in an elegant navy blue. Its USB 3.1 Gen 2 interface offers unmatched transfer 

rates. With its high capacity and the support of Type-C and Type-A ports, ESD370C/ESD350C is 
no doubt the perfect choice for secure and portable storage.

Surprising transfer speeds
The ESD370C/ESD350C is equipped with 
the USB 3.1 Gen 2 interface and supports 
UASP (USB Attached SCSI Protocol), 
offering dazzlingly fast transfer speeds of 
up to 1,050MB/s and outshining its peers 
with its unrivaled performance. The 
implication? Even files as large as 20GB will 
transfer in a mere 30 seconds!

Cool to the touch, cool all around
Housed in an aluminum alloy for greater 
heat dissipation and protection, 
Transcend's ESD370C/ESD350C runs fast, 
but stays cool. Built-in dynamic thermal 
throttling mechanism and enhanced heat 
management technology further ensure 
that the PCIe-based ESD370C/ESD350C 
delivers superior endurance and stability.

Elegant anti-shock design
Transcend's ESD370C/ESD350C comes in 
an elegant, navy blue silicone rubber case 
that's ruggedized and shock-absorbing, 
being both sporty and classy at the same 
time. With a shock protection system that 
meets US military drop-test standards, you 
may rest assured that data stored on the 
drive will be fully protected. 
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Portable SSDs

ESD370C/ESD350C

・USB 3.1 Gen 2 interface with the support 
of UASP (USB Attached SCSI Protocol) 

・Transfer speeds up to 1,050 MB/s

・Up to 1TB high capacity

・3D NAND flash memory

・Ruggedized silicone rubber case in an 
elegant navy blue

・ A USB Type-C cable and a USB Type-C to 
Type-A cable included

Appearance
SpecificationFeatures

Dimensions 

Weight

Color 

 

96.5mm x 53.6mm x 12.5mm (3.80" x 2.11" x 0.49")

87g (3.07 oz)

Navy blue

Interface
USB Type

Connection Interface

USB Type C to USB Type A / USB Type C to USB Type C

USB 3.1 Gen 2

Storage
Flash Type

Capacity

Storage Media

3D NAND flash

ESD350C: 240GB / 480GB / 960GB

ESD370C: 500GB / 1TB

M.2 PCIe SSD

Operating Environment

Performance

Warranty

Operating Temperature

Operating Voltage

0°C (32°F) ~ 60°C (140°F)

5V

Read Speed (Max.)

Write Speed (Max.) 

1050 MB/s

950 MB/s

Certificate

Warranty

CE/FCC/BSMI/KC/RCM/EAC

Three-year Limited Warranty 

Product specifications are subject to change without notice. Pictures shown may differ from actual products. Total accessible capacity varies depending on operating 
environment.

Note
1. Speed may vary due to host hardware, software, usage, and storage capacity.

2. Please make sure that your mobile device supports USB OTG function.

3. The ESD370C/ESD350C comes formatted in the exFAT file system. However, some mobile devices may 
require FAT32 only. Please format the ESD370C/ESD350C to FAT32 file system before use.

Ordering Information

Transcend Elite 
Software

Transcend Elite is an advanced software 
package compatible with macOS, Windows 
OS, and Android system that helps you 
manage data. Available as both a desktop 
and mobile app, it can be downloaded for 
free from Transcend’s official website and 
from Google Play. Transcend Elite features 
backup and restore, data encryption, and 
cloud backup functions.

240GB

480GB

500GB

960GB

1TB

TS240GESD350C

TS480GESD350C

TS500GESD370C

TS960GESD350C

TS1TESD370C
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